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(54) Title: OPTICALLY COUPLED ACOUSTIC MIDDLE EAR IMPLANT SYSTEMS AND METHODS

(57) Abstract: An assembly comprising a sound transducer
can be implanted in the middle ear in a manner that simpli
fies surgery. The assembly may comprise a narrow cross-
sectional profile such that the assembly can be positioned
in the middle ear through an incision in the eardrum, for
example without cutting bone. The incision can be closed
and electromagnetic energy transmitted through the closed
incision to a transducer configured to vibrate the ear in re
sponse to the electromagnetic energy. In many embodi
ments, the sound transducer comprises a speaker posi
tioned in the middle ear, and the sound transducer can cou
ple to vibratory structure of the ear with air so as to simpli
fy surgery. The assembly may be affixed to a substantially
fixed structure of the ear, for example the promontory, so
as to inhibit user perceivable occlusion and inhibit motion
of the assembly, such that the user can perceive clear sound
with little occlusion.
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OPTICALLY COUPLED ACOUSTIC MIDDLE EAR IMPLANT

SYSTEMS AND METHODS

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to the following U.S. Applications:

61/184,563 filed 5 June 2009, entitled, "Optically Coupled Acoustic Middle Ear Implant

Systems and Methods"; and 61/219,286, filed 22 June 2009, entitled, "Round Window

Coupled Hearing Systems and Methods"; the full disclosures of which are incorporated

herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention . The present invention is related to hearing systems,

devices and methods. Although specific reference is made to hearing aid systems,

embodiments of the present invention can be used in many applications in which a signal is

used to stimulate the ear.

[0003] People like to hear. Hearing allows people to listen to and understand others.

Natural hearing can include spatial cues that allow a user to hear a speaker, even when

background noise is present. People also like to communicate with those who are far away,

such as with cellular phones.

[0004] Hearing devices can be used with communication systems to help the hearing

impaired and to help people communicate with others who are far away. Hearing impaired

subjects need hearing aids to verbally communicate with those around them. Open canal

hearing aids have proven to be successful in the marketplace because of increased comfort

and an improved cosmetic appearance. Another reason why open canal hearing aides can be

popular is reduced occlusion of the ear canal. Occlusion can result in an unnatural, tunnel -

like hearing effect which can be caused by large hearing aids which block the ear canal. In at

least some instances, occlusion be noticed by the user when he or she speaks and the

occlusion results in an unnatural sound during speech. However, a problem that may occur

with open canal hearing aids is feedback. The feedback may result from placement of the

microphone in too close proximity with the speaker or the amplified sound being too great.

Thus, feedback can limit the degree of sound amplification that a hearing aid can provide.

Although feedback can be minimized by placing the microphone outside the ear canal, this



placement can result in the device providing an unnatural sound that is devoid of the spatial

location information cues present with natural hearing.

[0005] In some instances, feedback may be decreased by using non-acoustic means of

stimulating the natural hearing transduction pathway, for example stimulating the tympanic

membrane, bones of the ossicular chain and/or the cochlea. An output transducer may be

placed on the eardrum, the ossicles in the middle ear, or the cochlea to stimulate the hearing

pathway. However, surgery may be needed to place a hearing device on the ossicles or

cochlea, and such surgery can involve delicate and complex movements to position the

implant and can be somewhat invasive, for example with the cutting and drilling of bone, in

at least some instances. The cutting and/or drilling of bone can delay healing and recovery

time, such that implantation of at least some of the prior devices in the middle ear may not be

well suited for at least some patients in at least some instances. At least some of the prior

implants located on the ossicles or the cochlea can result in occlusion in at least some

instances, and distortion of the sound can be perceptible in at least some instances.

[0006] One promising approach has been to place a magnet on the eardrum and drive the

magnet with a coil positioned away from the eardrum. The magnet can be

electromagnetically driven with a coil to cause motion in the hearing transduction pathway

thereby causing neural impulses leading to the sensation of hearing. A permanent magnet

may be coupled to the ear drum through the use of a fluid and surface tension, for example as

described in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,259,032 and 6,084,975. Although this approach can result in

decrease feedback and shows promise, there is still room for improvement. In at least some

instances, a magnet positioned on the ear may be sensitive to external electromagnetic fields

that can result in a perceptible noise, for example a humming sound in at least some

instances.

[0007] Another promising approach has been to optically couple a hearing device, such that

noise from electromagnetic interference can be decreased. However, in at least some

instances the prior systems that transmit light to a transducer can result in perceptible noise

and distortion in the optically transmitted signal, such that the sound quality of such devices

can be less than ideal in at least some instances. For example, at least some optical systems

may comprise non-linearity that can distort the signal and may result in user-perceptible

distortion in at least some instances. Work in relation to embodiments of the present

invention also suggests that vibration of a photodetector can result in distortion of the

transmitted signal, for example when vibration affects optical coupling from a light source to

the photodetector. Also, at least some of the proposed optically coupled devices have been



affixed to vibratory structures of the ear, which can result in a user perceptible occlusion due

to the mass of the device affixed to the vibratory structure of the ear.

[0008] For the above reasons, it would be desirable to provide hearing systems which at

least decrease, or even avoid, at least some of the above mentioned limitations of the prior

hearing devices. For example, there is a need to provide a comfortable hearing device which

provides hearing with natural qualities, for example with spatial information cues, and which

allow the user to hear with less occlusion, distortion and feedback than prior devices.

[0009] 2. Description of the Background Art.

[0010] Patents and publications that may be relevant to the present application include:

3,585,416; 3,764,748; 3,882,285; 5,142,186; 5,554,096; 5,624,376; 5,795,287; 5,800,336;

5,825,122; 5,857,958; 5,859,916; 5,888,187; 5,897,486; 5,913,815; 5,949,895; 6,005,955;

6,068,590; 6,093,144; 6,139,488; 6,174,278; 6,190,305; 6,208,445; 6,217,508; 6,222,302;

6,241,767; 6,422,991; 6,475,134; 6,519,376; 6,620,110; 6,626,822; 6,676,592; 6,728,024;

6,735,318; 6,900,926; 6,920,340; 7,072,475; 7,095,981; 7,239,069; 7,289,639; D512,979;

2002/0086715; 2003/0142841; 2004/0234092; 2005/0020873; 2006/0107744; 2006/0233398;

2006/075175; 2007/0083078; 2007/0191673; 2008/0021518; 2008/0107292; commonly

owned 5,259,032 (Attorney Docket No. 026166-000500US); 5,276,910 (Attorney Docket

No. 026166-000600US); 5,425,104 (Attorney Docket No. 026166-000700US); 5,804,109

(Attorney Docket No. 026166-000200US); 6,084,975 (Attorney Docket No. 026166-

000300US); 6,554,761 (Attorney Docket No. 026166-001700US); 6,629,922 (Attorney

Docket No. 0261 66-001 600US); U.S. Publication Nos. 2006/0023908 (Attorney Docket No.

026166-000100US); 2006/0189841 (Attorney Docket No. 026166-000820US);

2006/0251278 (Attorney Docket No. 026166-000900US); and 2007/0100197 (Attorney

Docket No. 026166-001 100US). Non-U.S. patents and publications that may be relevant

include EP1845919 PCT Publication Nos. WO 03/063542; WO 2006/075175; U.S.

Publication Nos.. Journal publications that may be relevant include: Ayatollahi et al.,

"Design and Modeling of Micromachines Condenser MEMS Loudspeaker using Permanent

Magnet Neodymium-Iron-Boron (Nd-Fe-B)", ISCE, Kuala Lampur, 2006; Birch et al,

"Microengineered Systems for the Hearing Impaired", IEE, London, 1996; Cheng et al., "A

silicon microspeaker for hearing instruments", J. Micromech. Microeng., 14(2004) 859-866;

Yi et al., "Piezoelectric microspeaker with compressive nitride diaphragm", IEEE, 2006, and

Zhigang Wang et al., "Preliminary Assessment of Remote Photoelectric Excitation of an

Actuator for a Hearing Implant", IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology 27th Annual

Conference, Shanghai, China, September 1-4, 2005. Other publications of interest include:



Gennum GA3280 Preliminary Data Sheet, "Voyager TDTM. Open Platform DSP System for

Ultra Low Power Audio Processing" and National Semiconductor LM4673 Data Sheet,

"LM4673 Filterless, 2.65W, Mono, Class D audio Power Amplifier"; Puria, S. et al, Middle

ear morphometry from cadaveric temporal bone micro CT imaging, Invited Talk. MEMRO

2006, Zurich; Puria, S. et al, A gear in the middle ear ARO 2007, Baltimore, MD; O'Connor,

K. and Puria, S. "Middle ear cavity and ear canal pressure-driven stapes velocity responses in

human cadaveric temporal bones" J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 120(3) 1517-1528.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0011] The present invention is related to hearing systems, devices and methods. Although

specific reference is made to hearing aid systems, embodiments of the present invention can

be used in many applications in which a signal is used to transmit sound to a user, for

example cellular communication and entertainment systems.

[0012] Embodiments of the present invention can provide improved hearing so as to

overcome at least some of the aforementioned limitations of prior systems. The hearing

device may comprise an assembly that can be implanted in the middle ear in a manner that

simplifies surgery. The assembly may comprise a narrow cross-sectional profile such that the

assembly can be positioned in the middle ear cavity through an incision in the eardrum, for

example without cutting bone such as drilling through bone. The incision can be closed, such

that the recovery time can be decreased substantially and such that until functional hearing

and comfort can be provided with the implanted device about one day after surgery. In at

least some embodiments, the person can hear and use the device implanted in the middle ear

about one day after to surgery. Electromagnetic energy can be transmitted through the

eardrum to a transducer configured to vibrate the ear in response to the electromagnetic

energy. In many embodiments, the sound transducer comprises a speaker positioned in the

middle ear cavity, and the sound transducer can couple to vibratory structure of the ear with

air so as to simplify surgery and positioning of the assembly. A microphone can be

positioned in the ear canal, or near the pinna, with reduced feed back as the eardrum is

disposed between the speaker and the microphone. The assembly may be supported, for

example affixed, to a substantially fixed structure of the ear, for example the promontory, so

as to inhibit user perceivable occlusion and inhibit motion of the assembly, such that the user

can perceive clear sound with little occlusion and little distortion.

[0013] The assembly can be sized for passage through the incision and placement in the

middle ear cavity on the promontory with a photodetector oriented toward a posterior portion

of the eardrum. For example, the assembly may have a first surface comprising a



photodetector such as a photovoltaic to detect light and a second concavely shaped surface to

receive a portion of the promontory, in which the second surface is disposed opposite the first

surface such that the first surface is oriented toward the eardrum when the second surface

receives the portion of the promontory. The first surface comprising the photodetector can be

inclined relative to the second concavely shaped surface, such that a first portion of the

assembly comprises a first thickness extending between the first surface and the second

surface and a second portion comprises a second thickness extending between the first

surface and the second surface. The first thickness can be less than the second thickness such

that first portion can be placed toward the umbo and the second portion can be placed toward

a posterior portion of the annulus when the assembly is positioned on a posterior portion of

the middle ear cavity. The transducer, for example a permanent magnet of a balanced

armature transducer, can be disposed in the second portion between the first surface and the

second surface, and a diaphragm can be disposed in the first portion between the first surface

and the second surface and coupled to transducer, for example with a post extending to a reed

of the balanced armature transducer.

[0014] In a first aspect, embodiments of the present invention provide a device to transmit

sound to an ear of a user, in which the ear comprises a middle ear and an eardrum. The

device comprises an assembly configured to couple to a tissue of a middle ear of a user. The

assembly comprises at least one transducer configured to receive electromagnetic energy

transmitted through the eardrum. A sound transducer is coupled to the at least one transducer

and configured to transmit the sound to the user in response to the electromagnetic energy

when the assembly is supported with the tissue of the middle ear of the user. The assembly

can be supported in the middle ear cavity with one or more of many types of tissue of the

middle ear such as fascia tissue, autograft tissue, connective tissue, or bony tissue of the

promontory,

[0015] In many embodiments, the sound transducer comprises a speaker. The sound

transducer may comprise a diaphragm configured to vibrate and displace air to transmit the

sound to the user. The assembly further may comprises a housing extending at least partially

around the transducer comprising the diaphragm to define a chamber within the assembly.

The chamber may comprise a volume, and the transducer can be configured to increase the

volume to increase an air pressure of the middle ear and to decrease to volume to decrease the

air pressure of the middle ear so as to transmit the sound to the user. For example, the

diaphragm can be configured to move away from chamber to increase the volume of the

chamber and to move toward the chamber to decrease the volume of the chamber. The



chamber may comprise a sealed chamber so as to inhibit air flow in and out of the chamber

when the diaphragm moves.

[0016] In many embodiments, the assembly comprises an anchoring structure configured to

anchor the assembly to a substantially fixed tissue of the middle ear of the user. The

anchoring structure may comprise at least one of a flange, a surface coating or holes

configured to receive tissue, for example an autograft of tissue, so as to affix the assembly to

the substantially fixed tissue of the middle ear. The substantially fixed tissue of the middle

ear may comprise at least one of a promontory or a round window niche. The substantially

fixed tissue of the middle ear may comprise the promontory, and the assembly may comprise

a concave portion shaped to receive a portion of the promontory. Alternatively or in

combination, the substantially fixed tissue of the middle ear may comprise the round window

niche, and at least a portion of the assembly is sized to fit within the round window niche.

The at least the portion of the assembly sized to fit within the round window niche may

comprise a maximum cross sectional dimension across of no more than about 3 mm.

[0017] In many embodiments, the portion of the assembly sized to fit in the round window

niche is configured to couple to the round window with air. The transducer can be

configured to transmit a first majority of the sound comprising the first frequencies to the

user with the eardrum and to transmit a second majority of the sound comprising the second

frequencies to the user with the round window. For example, the portion sized to fit in the

round window nice can be configured to couple substantially to the eardrum with first

frequencies below about 4 kHz and to couple substantially to the round window with

frequencies above about 5 kHz, for example about 10 kHz.

[0018] In many embodiments, the sound transducer is configured to couple to couple to a

vibratory structure of the ear when the assembly is affixed to the substantially fixed tissue.

The vibratory structure of the ear may comprise at least one of an eardrum, an ossicle or a

round window.

[0019] In many embodiments, the sound transducer is configured to couple to at least one

of an eardrum or a round window of the ear of the user with a fluid. For example, the fluid

may comprise air and the sound transducer may be configured to couple to the eardrum of the

user with the sound transducer oriented away from the eardrum. The sound transducer can be

configured to couple to the round window, and the assembly may be sized to fit at least

partially within of a round window niche of the middle ear of the user to couple the sound

transducer to the round window.



[0020] In many embodiments, the sound transducer comprises an extension sized to fit

within the round window niche to couple to the round window with a fluid. The fluid may

comprise air, and the sound transducer can be configured to couple to the round window with

the air extending between the sound transducer and the round window. For example, the

extension may comprise a channel extending from a diaphragm to an opening, in which the

opening is positioned on the extension to orient toward the round window when the assembly

is supported with the tissue of the middle ear. The diaphragm may comprises a first cross

sectional area of the channel and the opening may comprise a second cross sectional area of

the channel, in which the first area is at least about five times the second area to concentrate

sound energy at the opening oriented toward the round window The fluid comprises a liquid,

and the sound transducer can be configured to couple to the round window with the liquid

extending between the sound transducer and the round window.

[0021] In many embodiments, the at least one transducer comprises at least one of a

photodetector or a coil, and the at least one transducer oriented to receive the electromagnetic

radiation transmitted through the eardrum. The at least one transducer may comprise the

photodetector, and the photodetector may comprise a first photodetector sensitive to a first at

least one wavelength of light and a second photodetector sensitive to a second at least one

wavelength of light, in which the first at least one wavelength of light is different from the

second at least one wavelength of light. The photodetector may comprise a photovoltaic cell,

for example a photodiode.

[0022] In many embodiments, the sound transducer comprises at least one of a balanced

armature transducer, a coil or a magnet.

[0023] In many embodiments, an emitter configured to emit the electromagnetic radiation

through the eardrum. The emitter may comprise at least one of an LED, a laser diode or a

coil. The emitter can be configured for placement within an ear canal of the user.

Alternatively or in combination, the emitter can be coupled to a waveguide, in which the

waveguide is configured for placement at least partially within the ear canal of the user so as

to couple the emitter to the at least one transducer.

[0024] In many embodiments, a first microphone configured for placement in an ear canal

or the user or near an ear canal opening to detect high frequency sound localization cues

having frequencies above at least about 4 kHz. A second microphone can be configured for

placement away from in the ear canal and the ear canal opening to detect low frequency



sound having frequencies below about 5 kHz, for example below about 4 kHz, which may

decrease feedback from the sound transducer positioned in the middle ear.

[0025] In many embodiments, the at least one transducer comprises a photodetector having

a first surface to receive light, and the assembly comprises a second concave surface to

receive a portion of a promontory of the middle ear, in which the first surface is opposite the

second surface. The sound transducer is disposed between the first surface and the second

concave surface. The first surface can be inclined relative to the second surface, and a first

portion of the assembly may comprise a first thickness extending between the first surface

and the second surface. A second portion of the assembly may comprise a second thickness

extending between the first surface and the second surface, in which the first thickness is less

than the second thickness. The sound transducer may comprise a balanced armature

transducer having a coil, a permanent magnet and a reed, in which the reed is coupled to a

diaphragm. The diaphragm can be disposed on the first portion between the first surface and

the second surface and the permanent magnet disposed on the second portion between the

first surface and the second surface.

[0026] In many embodiments, at least one lens is positioned on the first surface to couple

optically to at least a portion of the eardrum and transmit light scattered from the eardrum to

the first surface.

[0027] In another aspect, embodiments of the present invention provide method of

transmitting sound to an ear of a user, the ear having an eardrum and a middle ear.

Electromagnetic energy is transmitted through the eardrum to a transducer configured to

receive the electromagnetic energy. Sound is emitted from a sound transducer positioned in

the middle ear so as to transmit the sound to the ear of the user in response to the

electromagnetic energy.

[0028] In many embodiments, the sound transducer is affixed to a fixed structure of the

middle ear and coupled with a fluid to a vibratory structure of the ear. The fixed structure

may comprise at least one of a promontory of the middle ear or a round window niche of the

middle ear. The sound transducer can be affixed to the fixed structure, for example with an

autograft composed of tissue of the user. The vibratory structure may comprise at least one

of the eardrum, an ossicle or a round window of the ear.

[0029] In many embodiments, at least a portion of the assembly is positioned within a

round window niche of the middle ear of the user. The sound transducer is coupled to a

round window of an inner ear of the ear with a fluid disposed between the sound transducer



and the round window. The fluid may comprise air, and the sound transducer can be oriented

toward the round window to couple the sound transducer to the round window. The fluid

may comprise a liquid, and the liquid may extend from at least a portion of the round window

to the sound transducer so as to couple the sound transducer to the round window. Such

coupling with fluid comprising a gas or a liquid, can couple the sound transducer to the ear

with minimal occlusion, as the vibratory structures of the ear can vibrate with minimal

damping due to the mass of the assembly. A volume of the liquid extending from the sound

transducer to the round window may comprises no more than about 50 uL, for example no

more than about 20 uL.

[0030] In many embodiments, at least a portion of the assembly is supported with a

promontory of the middle ear. The sound transducer can be coupled with air to at least one of

the eardrum or a round window of the ear. For example, the sound transducer can be coupled

with air to the eardrum and the sound transducer can be oriented away from the eardrum to

couple the sound transducer to the eardrum of the user.

[0031] In many embodiments, the electromagnetic radiation comprises light energy. The

light energy may comprise at least one of ultraviolet light, visible light or infrared light.

[0032] In many embodiments, the electromagnetic energy is received by a transducer

oriented toward the eardrum to receive the electromagnetic energy and wherein the

transducer is coupled to the sound transducer such that the sound transducer emits the sound

in response to the electromagnetic energy.

[0033] In many embodiments, at least a first microphone is positioned in an ear canal or

near an opening of the ear canal to measure high frequency sound above at least about one 4

kHz comprising spatial localization cues. A second microphone can be positioned away from

the ear canal and the ear canal opening to measure at least low frequency sound below about

4 kHz. The sound from the first microphone may be transmitted to the user substantially with

the eardrum and sound from the second microphone may be transmitted to the user

substantially with the round window so as to inhibit feedback.

[0034] In many embodiments, the sound transducer comprises an inner chamber having a

volume, and the volume decreases to decrease an air pressure of the middle ear and increase

to increase the air pressure of the middle ear to transmit the sound to the user.

[0035] In another aspect, embodiments of the present invention provide a device to transmit

sound to an ear of a user, in which the ear comprises a middle ear. The device comprises an



assembly configured for placement in the middle ear of the user. The assembly comprises at

least one photo detector, and a structure to affix the assembly to a substantially fixed tissue of

the middle ear. A speaker is coupled to the at least one photodetector and configured to

transmit the sound to the user when the assembly is affixed the substantially fixed tissue of

the middle ear.

[0036] In another aspect, embodiments of the present invention provide a device to transmit

sound to an ear of a user. The device comprises means for transmitting the sound to the ear

of the user.

[0037] In another aspect, embodiments of the present invention provide method of placing

a hearing assembly in a middle ear of a user, in which the ear has an eardrum. An incision is

formed in eardrum. The assembly is passed through the incision to position the assembly in

the middle ear. The assembly is affixed to a substantially fixed to tissue of the middle ear.

The incision is closed such that the eardrum heals.

[0038] In many embodiments, the incision in the eardrum extends around an outer portion

of the eardrum. The eardrum may comprise an annulus, and the incision can extend at least

partially into the annulus, for example at least partially around the annulus.

[0039] In many embodiments, the hearing assembly is sized to pass through the incision

without cutting bone, for example without drilling bone, and the hearing assembly is coupled

to vibratory structures of the ear with a fluid such that occlusion is inhibited.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0040] Fig. 1 shows a hearing aid system configured to transmit electromagnetic energy to

an output transducer assembly comprising speaker positioned in the middle ear cavity, in

accordance with embodiments of the present invention;

[0041] Fig. IA shows the lateral side of the eardrum from a medial view and Fig. IB shows

the medial side of the eardrum from a lateral view, suitable for incorporation of the hearing

aid system of Fig. 1;

[0042] Fig. 1C shows the hearing conduction pathway and with the output transducer

assembly comprising a speaker as in Fig. 1 affixed to the promontory of the middle ear, in

accordance with the embodiments of the present invention;

[0043] Fig. ICl shows an output transducer assembly comprising a balanced armature

transducer coupled to a diaphragm oriented toward a round window of the middle ear and at



least one photodetector oriented toward the eardrum of the middle ear, in accordance with the

embodiments of the present invention;

[0044] Fig. 1C2 shows output transducer assembly comprising a portion sized to fit in the

round window niche, in accordance with embodiments;

[0045] Fig. 1C3 shows an input transducer assembly comprising an optical fiber and

collimation optics coupled to an output transducer assembly having a convexly curved

photodetector to receive light scattered from the tympanic membrane and a concavely curved

surface to receive a portion of the promontory, in accordance with embodiments;

[0046] Fig. 1C4 shows an input transducer assembly comprising an optical fiber and

collimation optics coupled to an output transducer assembly having a convexly curved lens

disposed on a photodetector to receive light scattered from the tympanic membrane and a

concavely curved surface to receive a portion of the promontory, in accordance with

embodiments;

[0047] Fig. 1C5 shows an output transducer assembly comprising a balanced armature

transducer disposed between a photodetector to receive light scattered from the tympanic

membrane and a concavely curved surface to receive a portion of the promontory, in

accordance with embodiments;

[0048] Fig. 1C6 shows an output transducer assembly comprising a balanced armature

transducer disposed between a photodetector to receive light scattered from the tympanic

membrane and a concavely curved surface to receive a portion of the promontory, in which a

surface of the photodetector is inclined relative to the balanced armature transducer and

concavely curved surface, in accordance with embodiments;

[0049] Fig. ID shows a schematic illustration of a medial view from the ear canal through

the eardrum of the output transducer assembly comprising the speaker positioned in the

middle ear of the user as in Figs. 1 and 1C;

[0050] Fig. IE shows a transducer assembly positioned in the middle ear with the speaker

oriented toward the round window niche of the middle ear so as to couple to the round

window;

[0051] Fig. IF shows a schematic illustration of a medial view the output transducer

assembly comprising the speaker positioned in the middle ear of the user as in Fig. IE;



[0052] Fig. 2 shows the frequency response of the cochlea to the transducer assembly and

the contribution of the eardrum and round window, in accordance to embodiments; and

[0053] Fig. 3 shows an experimental setup to measure optical transmission through the

tympanic membrane, in accordance to embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0054] Embodiments of the present invention are well suited to improve communication

among people, for example with cellular communication and as a hearing aid with an

implantable component with decreased invasiveness that can be readily implanted by a health

care provider. As the implantable device can be positioned in the middle ear cavity with an

incision in a portion of the eardrum, the surgery can be minimally invasive. Also, as bone

may not be cut and the device can work without contacting the moving structures of the ear

such as tympanic membrane and ossicles, the implant can be removed such that the surgery is

reversible and has a low risk of complications for the patient. As the device can be readily

implanted with soft tissue, for example fascia, on the promontory, the implantable device as

described herein can be used with individuals with normal hearing and with hearing impaired

individuals.

[0055] As used herein, light encompasses electromagnetic radiation having wavelengths

within the visible, infrared and ultraviolet regions of the electromagnetic spectrum.

[0056] In many embodiments, the hearing device comprises a photonic hearing device, in

which sound is transmitted with photons having energy, such that the signal transmitted to the

ear can be encoded with transmitted light.

[0057] As used herein, an emitter encompasses a source that radiates electromagnetic

radiation and a light emitter encompasses a light source that emits light.

[0058] As used herein like references numerals and letters indicate similar elements having

similar structure, function and methods of use.

[0059] Fig. 1 shows a hearing aid system 10 configured to transmit electromagnetic energy

to a speaker assembly 30 positioned in the middle ear ME of the user. The ear comprises an

external ear, a middle ear ME and an inner ear. The external ear comprises a Pinna P and an

ear canal EC and is bounded medially by an eardrum TM. Ear canal EC extends medially

from pinna P to eardrum TM. Ear canal EC is at least partially defined by a skin SK disposed

along the surface of the ear canal. The eardrum TM comprises an annulus TMA that extends

circumferentially around a majority of the eardrum to hold the eardrum in place. The middle



ear ME is disposed between eardrum TM of the ear and a cochlea CO of the ear. The middle

ear ME comprises the ossicles OS to couple the eardrum TM to cochlea CO. The ossicles OS

comprise an incus IN, a malleus ML and a stapes ST. The malleus ML is connected to the

eardrum TM and the stapes ST is connected to an oval window OW, with the incus IN

disposed between the malleus ML and stapes ST. Stapes ST is coupled to the oval window

OW so as to conduct sound from the middle ear to the cochlea.

[0060] The hearing system 10 includes an input transducer assembly 20 and an output

transducer assembly 30 to transmit sound to the user. Hearing system 10 may comprise a

behind the ear unit BTE. Behind the ear unit BTE may comprise many components of

system 10 such as a speech processor, battery, wireless transmission circuitry and input

transducer assembly 10. Behind the ear unit BTE may comprise many component as

described in U.S. Pat. Pub. Nos. 2007/0100197, entitled "Output transducers for hearing

systems"; and 2006/0251278, entitled " Hearing system having improved high frequency

response", the full disclosures of which are incorporated herein by reference and may be

suitable for combination in accordance with some embodiments of the present invention. The

input transducer assembly 20 can be located at least partially behind the pinna P, although the

input transducer assembly may be located at many sites. For example, the input transducer

assembly may be located substantially within the ear canal, as described in U.S. Pub. No.

2006/0251278, the full disclosure of which is incorporated by reference. The input

transducer assembly may comprise a blue tooth connection to couple to a cell phone and my

comprise, for example, components of the commercially available Sound ID 300, available

from Sound ID of Palo Alto, California.

[0061] The input transducer assembly 20 can receive a sound input, for example an audio

sound. With hearing aids for hearing impaired individuals, the input can be ambient sound.

The input transducer assembly comprises at least one input transducer, for example a

microphone 22. Microphone 22 can be positioned in many locations such as behind the ear,

as appropriate. Microphone 22 is shown positioned to detect spatial localization cues from

the ambient sound, such that the user can determine where a speaker is located based on the

transmitted sound. The pinna P of the ear can diffract sound waves toward the ear canal

opening such that sound localization cues can be detected with frequencies above at least

about 4 kHz. The sound localization cues can be detected when the microphone is positioned

within ear canal EC and also when the microphone is positioned outside the ear canal EC and

within about 5 mm of the ear canal opening. The at least one input transducer may comprise

a second microphone located away from the ear canal and the ear canal opening, for example



positioned on the behind the ear unit BTE. The input transducer assembly can include a

suitable amplifier or other electronic interface. In some embodiments, the input may

comprise an electronic sound signal from a sound producing or receiving device, such as a

telephone, a cellular telephone, a Bluetooth connection, a radio, a digital audio unit, and the

like.

[0062] In many embodiments, at least a first microphone can be positioned in an ear canal

or near an opening of the ear canal to measure high frequency sound above at least about one

4 kHz comprising spatial localization cues. A second microphone can be positioned away

from the ear canal and the ear canal opening to measure at least low frequency sound below

about 4 kHz. This configuration may decrease feedback to the user, as described in U.S. Pat.

Pub. No. US 2009/0097681, the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference

and may be suitable for combination in accordance with embodiments of the present

invention.

[0063] Input transducer assembly 20 includes a signal output source 12 which may

comprise a light source such as an LED or a laser diode, an electromagnet, an RF source, or

the like. The signal output source can produce an output based on the sound input.

Implantable output transducer assembly 30 can receive the output from input transducer

assembly 20 and can produce mechanical vibrations in response. Implantable output

transducer assembly 30 comprises a sound transducer and may comprise at least one of a coil,

a magnet, a magnetostrictive element, a photostrictive element, or a piezoelectric element, for

example. For example, the implantable output transducer assembly 30 can be coupled an

input transducer assembly 20 comprising an elongate flexible support having a coil supported

thereon for insertion into the ear canal as described in U.S. Pat. Pub. No. 2009/0092271,

entitled "Energy Delivery and Microphone Placement Methods for Improved Comfort in an

Open Canal Hearing Aid", the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference

and may be suitable for combination in accordance with some embodiments of the present

invention. Alternatively or in combination, the input transducer assembly 20 may comprise a

light source coupled to a fiber optic, for example as described in U.S. Pat. Pub. No.

2006/0189841 entitled, "Systems and Methods for Photo-Mechanical Hearing Transduction",

the full disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference and may be suitable for

combination in accordance with some embodiments of the present invention. The light

source of the input transducer assembly 20 may also be positioned in the ear canal, and the

output transducer assembly and the BTE circuitry components may be located within the ear

canal so as to fit within the ear canal. When properly coupled to the subject's hearing



transduction pathway, the mechanical vibrations caused by output transducer 30 can induce

neural impulses in the subject which can be interpreted by the subject as the original sound

input.

[0064] The implantable output transducer assembly 30 can be configured to couple to the

hearing transduction pathway of the middle ear in many ways, so as to induce neural

impulses which can be interpreted as sound by the user. The coupling may occur with a fluid

disposed in the ear, such as air, which can couple the speaker to a vibratory structure of the

ear. The fluid may also comprise a liquid, so as to couple the speaker a tissue of the middle

ear. The output transducer assembly 30 positioned in the middle ear cavity can emit sound

from a sound transducer, such as speaker. The implantable output transducer assembly 30

can be supported with a substantially fixed structure of the ear, such that vibration of the

vibratory structures of the ear is not inhibited by mass of assembly 30. For example, output

transducer assembly 30 may be supported on the promontory PM by a support, housing,

mold, or the like shaped to conform with the shape of the promontory PM. The transducer

assembly may be affixed with a tissue graft to skin supported with rigid bony structure that

defines at least a portion of the ear canal. The transducer assembly 30 can be supported with

many of the additional substantially fixed structures of the middle ear such as the bone that

defines the round window niche.

[0065] Implantable output transducer assembly 30 can cause the vibratory structures of the

ear to vibrate in response to the sound waves transmitted by the sound transducer in many

ways. For example, sound waves emitted by the sound transducer of the assembly disposed

within the middle ear cavity can cause eardrum TM to vibrate and transmit sound to the

cochlea CO. The sound transducer can increase and decrease air pressure within the middle

ear so as to drive the eardrum outward and inward, respectively, such that the user perceives

sound. For example, the sound transducer may comprise a diaphragm that moves outward to

increase sound pressure of the middle ear and inward to decrease the sound pressure of the

middle ear. The sound transducer may comprise an inner chamber comprising a volume, and

outward movement of the diaphragm can increase the volume of the inner chamber and

pressure of the middle ear, and inward movement of the diaphragm can decrease the volume

of the inner chamber and pressure of the middle ear. As the change in pressure can result

from a change in volume of inner chamber of the sound transducer, the sound transducer can

couple to the eardrum in many orientations, for example even when the sound transducer is

orientated away from the eardrum. This low sensitivity of the coupling in relation to the



orientation of the transducer assembly can substantially facilitate successful surgical

implantation of the assembly.

[0066] The sound pressure emitted by the sound transducer 30 coupled to the Eardrum TM.

Eardrum TM is coupled to the cochlea CO with ossicles OS disposed there between in the

middle ear, such that vibration of eardrum TM transmits sound to cochlea CO with vibration

of the ossicles. The ossicles OS comprise a Malleus ML, an incus IN, and a stapes ST, and

vibrate so as to couple the eardrum TM to the cochlea. The stapes is ST is coupled to the

cochlea through an oval window OW so as to transmit sound from the stapes to cochlea with

vibration of the stapes. The oval window OW comprises a membrane-covered opening

which leads from the middle ear to the vestibule of the inner ear, so as to vibrate and transmit

sound from the stapes to the cochlea CO. The round window RW comprises membrane-

covered opening disposed between the inner ear and the middle ear. The round window RW

can vibrate in response to sound transmitted from the stapes through the oval window to the

cochlea, so as to release pressure from sound waves and decrease acoustic impedance of the

other vibratory structures coupled to the cochlea.

[0067] Fig. IA shows structures of the ear on the lateral side of the eardrum TM from a

medial view, and Fig. IB shows structures of the ear on the medial side of the eardrum TM

from a lateral view. The eardrum TM is connected to a malleus ML. The eardrum TM

comprises annulus TMA that extends circumferentially around a majority of eardrum TM. In

at least some embodiments, and incision can be formed in annulus TMA and an inner portion

of eardrum TM, such that a flap of eardrum can be pushed to the side to access the middle ear

ME. Malleus ML comprises a head H, a manubrium MA, a lateral process LP, and a tip T.

Manubrium MA is disposed between head H and tip T and coupled to eardrum TM, such that

the malleus ML vibrates with vibration of eardrum TM.

[0068] Fig. 1C shows the output transducer assembly 30 affixed to the promontory

disposed on an inner surface of the cavity of the middle ear ME, such that the user can

perceive sound. Output transducer assembly 30 comprises a sound transducer 32. Sound

transducer 32 emits sound pressure SO from the middle ear that is perceived by the user. The

output transducer assembly also comprises at least one transducer 34 configured to receive

electromagnetic energy transmitted through the eardrum TM, for example at least one of a

coil, a photodetector, or a photostrictive material. The at least one transducer 34 may be

coupled to the sound transducer 32 with circuitry 38, such that sound is emitted from the

speaker in response to electromagnetic energy transmitted through eardrum TM. Output

transducer assembly 30 may comprise an anchor structure 36 configured to affix the output



transducer assembly to a substantially fixed structure of the ear, such as promontory PR. The

anchor structure 36 may comprise a biocompatible structure configured to receive a tissue

graft, for example, and may comprise at least one of a coating, a flange or holes for tissue

integration. The anchor structure 36 can be affixed to tissue such that the location of the

assembly remains substantially fixed, either when sound transducer 32 is acoustically coupled

to the vibratory structures of the ear, or due to head movements, or both.

[0069] The sound emitted by sound transducer 32 can induce vibration of the vibratory

components of the hearing conduction pathway such that the user perceives sound. The

sound pressure SO emitted from sound transducer 32 can induce vibration of the eardrum

TM. Eardrum TM is coupled to the ossicles including the malleus ML, incus IN, and stapes

ST. The manubrium MA of the malleus ML can be firmly attached to eardrum TM. The

most depressed or concaved point of the eardrum TM comprises the umbo UM. Malleus ML

comprises a first axis 110, a second axis 113 and a third axis 115. Incus IN comprises a first

axis 120, a second axis 123 and a third axis 125. Stapes ST comprises a first axis 130, a

second axis 133 and a third axis 135.

[0070] The axes of the malleus ML, incus IN and stapes ST can be defined based on

moments of inertia. The first axis may comprise a minimum moment of inertia for each

bone. The second axis comprises a maximum moment of inertia for each bone. The first axis

can be orthogonal to the second axis. The third axis extends between the first and second

axes, for example such that the first, second and third axes comprise a right handed triple.

For example first axis 110 of malleus ML may comprise the minimum moment of inertia of

the malleus. Second axis 113 of malleus ML may comprise the maximum moment of inertia

of malleus ML. Third axis 115 of malleus ML can extend perpendicular to the first and

second axis, for example as the third component of a right handed triple defined by first axis

110 and second axis 113. Further first axis 120 of incus IN may comprise the minimum

moment of inertia of the incus. Second axis 123 of incus IN may comprise the maximum

moment of inertia of incus IN. Third axis 125 of incus IN can extend perpendicular to the

first and second axis, for example as the third component of a right handed triple defined by

first axis 120 and second axis 123. First axis 130 of stapes ST may comprise the minimum

moment of inertia of the stapes. Second axis 133 of stapes ST may comprise the maximum

moment of inertia of stapes ST. Third axis 135 of stapes ST can extend perpendicular to the

first and second axis, for example as the third component of a right handed triple defined by

first axis 130 and second axis 133.



[0071] Vibration of the output transducer system can induce vibration of eardrum TM and

malleus ML that is transmitted to stapes ST via Incus IN, such that the user perceives sound.

Low frequency vibration of eardrum TM at umbo UM can cause hinged rotational movement

125Aof malleus ML and incus IN about axis 125. Translation at umbo UM and causes a

hinged rotational movement 125B of the tip T of malleus ML and hinged rotational

movement 125A of malleus ML and incus IN about axis 125, which causes the stapes to

translate along axis 135 and transmits vibration to the cochlea. Vibration of eardrum TM, for

example at higher frequencies, may also cause malleus ML to twist about elongate first

malleus axis 110 in a twisting movement HOA. Such twisting may comprise twisting

movement 11OB on the tip T of the malleus ML. The twisting of malleus ML about first

malleus axis 110 may cause the incus IN to twist about first incus axis 120. Such rotation of

the incus can cause the stapes to transmit the vibration to the cochlea where the vibration is

perceived as sound by the user.

[0072] The output transducer assembly and anchor structure can be shaped in many ways to

fit within the middle ear and affix to structures therein. For example, the transducer assembly

may comprise a cross sectional size to pass through an incision in the eardrum TM and

annulus TMA, such that bone that defines the ear canal can remain intact. The annulus TMA

can be supported by a sulcus SU formed in the bony portion of the ear disposed between the

external ear and middle ear. The eardrum can be incised along the annulus to form a flap of

eardrum, a portion of which eardrum may remain connected to the user and placed on the

margin of the ear canal when the transducer assembly 30 is positioned in the middle ear. Flap

can be positioned after the transducer is positioned in the middle ear. The transducer

assembly may comprise at least a portion shaped to fit within a round window niche.

Alternatively or in combination, transducer assembly 30 may comprise a rounded concave

portion 30R shaped to receive a rounded promontory of the middle ear.

[0073] With the output transducer assembly positioned in the middle ear, the combined

mass of the output transducer assembly components can be at least about 50 mg, for example

100 mg or more, and have a minimal effect on occlusion perceived by the user as the output

transducer assembly is affixed to substantially fixed structures of the middle ear, such that the

vibratory structures comprising the eardrum, ossicles, round window and oval window are

substantially free to vibrate.

[0074] The sound transducer 32 may comprise known speaker components sized to fit

within the middle ear and sized to fit though an incision of the eardrum TM. For example,



the speaker may comprise at least one of a balanced armature transducer, a coil, a magnet, a

piezoelectric transducer, or a photostrictive material.

[0075] The implantable output transducer assembly 30 can be configured in many ways to

produce sound pressure SO in response to the electromagnetic energy, such that the assembly

can be positioned in the middle with an incision in the eardrum TM comprising annulus

TMA, for example without cutting bone and without drilling bone. For example, the

assembly 30 may comprise a first photodetector configured to receive a first at least one

wavelength of light and a second photodetector configured to receive a second at least one

wavelength of light, in which the assembly is configured to increase the volume of an internal

chamber and increase the pressure of the middle ear in response to the first at least one

wavelength and decrease the volume of the internal chamber and decrease air pressure in the

middle ear in response to the second at least one wavelength. The first photodetector may

transmit the second at least one wavelength of light such that the first photodetector can be

positioned at least partially over the second photodetector to decrease the size of assembly

30. The first photodetector can be coupled to the sound transducer with a first polarity and

the second photodetector coupled to the second photodetector with a second polarity, the first

polarity opposite the second polarity. The first photodetector and the second photodetector

may comprise at least one photovoltaic material such as crystalline silicon, amorphous

silicon, micromorphous silicon, black silicon, cadmium telluride, copper indium gallium

selenide, and the like. In some embodiments, the at least one of photodetector may comprise

black silicon, for example as described in U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,354,792 and 7,390,689 and

available under from SiOnyx, Inc. of Beverly, Massachusetts. Alternatively or in

combination, the assembly may comprise separated power and signal architectures, for

example with the assembly comprising one photodetector. The first at least one wavelength

of light and the second at least one wavelength of light may be pulse width modulated.

Examples of circuitry and systems that can be configured to optically couple the implantable

transducer assembly 30 with input transducer assembly 20 can be found in U.S. App. Nos.:

61/073,271, filed June 17, 2008, entitled "Optical Electro-Mechanical Hearing Devices With

Combined Power and Signal Architectures" (attorney docket no. 0261 66-001 800US);

61/1 39,522, filed December 19, 2008, entitled "Optical Electro-Mechanical Hearing Devices

With Combined Power and Signal Architectures" (attorney docket no. 026166-001810US);

61/139,522, filed May 11, 2009, entitled "Optical Electro-Mechanical Hearing Devices With

Combined Power and Signal Architectures" (attorney docket no. 0261 66-00 1820US);

61/073,281, filed June 17, 2008, entitled "Optical Electro-Mechanical Hearing Devices with



Separate Power and Signal" (attorney docket no. 026166-001900US); 61/139,520, filed

December 19, 2008, entitled "Optical Electro-Mechanical Hearing Devices with Separate

Power and Signal" (attorney docket no. 026166-001910US); the full disclosures of which are

incorporated by reference and suitable for combination in accordance with embodiments of

the present invention.

[0076] Fig. ICl shows implantable output transducer assembly 30 in which sound

transducer 32 comprises a balanced armature transducer 32B and a diaphragm 32D. The

balanced armature transducer is coupled to a diaphragm 32D. Diaphragm 32D is oriented

toward a round window of the middle ear. The balanced armature transducer 32B may

comprise a reed 32R. Reed 32R can be coupled to diaphragm 32D with a post 32P extending

there between. Diaphragm 32D may comprise a rigid inner portion configured to vibrate and

emit the sound pressure SO, and an outer bellows portion configured to flex. The inner

portion of diaphragm 32D may also be flexible. The outer bellow portion can be coupled to a

housing 32H. In many embodiments housing 32H comprises diaphragm 32D, bellows 32B

and the at least one transducer 34, such that the assembly is hermetically sealed.

[0077] The housing 32H and diaphragm 32D may define an inner chamber 32C comprising

a volume 32V. When diaphragm 32D is pushed outward by the balanced armature transducer

32B, the volume of chamber 32 is increased to a first volume. When diaphragm 32D is

pulled inward by the balanced armature transducer 32B, the volume of chamber 32 is

decreased to a second volume, in which the second volume is less than the first volume. For

many frequencies of sound, the wavelength of sound is substantially greater than the

dimensions of the inner ear, such that the orientation of the transducer may not be important.

For example, with sound frequencies of about 1 kHz and based on a speed of sound of about

320 m/s, the wavelength of a sound pressure wave is about 0.32 m, which can be

substantially greater than the dimensions of the middle ear. However, with sound having a

frequency of about 10 kHz or more, the wavelength is about 0.032 m (32 mm), which is

closer to the dimensions of the middle ear. However, as 32 mm can be substantially greater

than the dimensions of the middle ear, the transducer configured to increase sound pressure

of the middle ear, for example based on volume, can couple to the vibratory structures of the

ear with sound pressure comprising frequencies up to at least about 20 kHz, near the upper

natural limit for audible frequencies.

[0078] The output transducer assembly 30 comprises the at least one transducer 32, in

which the at least one transducer 32 may comprise at least one photodetector oriented toward

the eardrum of the middle ear so as to receive light transmitted along the ear canal and



through the eardrum TM. The at least one photodetector may comprise one or more photo

detectors as described above.

[0079] Fig. 1C2 shows output transducer assembly 30 comprising a portion comprising an

extension 32E sized to fit in the round window niche. Extension 32E can be sized in many

ways to fit in the round window niche NI. For example, the extension 32E may comprise a

maximum dimension across of no more than about 3 mm. Extension 32E may comprise a

circular cross section, or may comprise an oval, for example elliptical cross section so as to

correspond to the round window niche NI.

[0080] The housing 32H may substantially enclose the diaphragm 32D comprising bellows

32B, and the balanced armature transducer 32B. A channel 32CH may extend from

diaphragm 32D to an opening 320 in extension 32E, so as to emit sound pressure SO from

opening 320. Channel 32CH may comprise a cross sectional dimension, for example a

diameter 32CD, so as to concentrate sound pressure near opening 32O of channel 32CH. For

example, diaphragm 32D may comprise a surface area corresponding to a first area along

channel 32CH, and opening 320 may comprise a area corresponding to a second area of

channel 32, in which the second area is at least about five times the first area so as to

concentrate sound pressure near the opening 320 positioned near the round window RW.

The second area may be ten times the first area, for example. A person of ordinary skill in

the art can conduct empirical studies based on the teachings described herein to determine the

frequency dependence of the relative coupling of the opening to the round window and the

eardrum, size the opening and diaphragm accordingly. The circuitry of the sound processor

may also be adjusted so as to compensate for different gains among the frequencies, based on

the transfer function of the relative coupling of the eardrum and round window to the sound

transducer of the implantable assembly.

[0081] Fig. 1C3 shows an input transducer assembly 20 comprising an optical fiber 14 and

collimation optics 16 coupled to an output transducer assembly 30 having a convexly curved

photodetector 31 to receive light λs scattered from the tympanic membrane and a concavely

curved surface 33 to receive a portion of the promontory. The collimation optics 16, for

example a lens positioned a distance from the end of the optical fiber 14 emit electromagnetic

energy comprising light λ that strikes the eardrum TM and is scattered. The collimation

optics can collimate the emitted light beam to a full angle no more than about 20 degrees.

The convexly curved surface 3 1 of the photodetector receives the scattered light and

comprises a surface area greater than the area of the eardrum illuminated with the light beam



emitted from collimation optics. For example, the surface area of the photodector can be at

least about twice the surface area of the eardrum illuminated with the light beam, and the

illumination of the light beam can be defined based on the full width half maximum intensity

of the light beam illuminating the eardrum. The transducer 32 is disposed between the

convexly curved surface of photodector 3 1 and the concavely curved surface 33. The

convexly curved photodector 31 is shaped for placement near the eardrum TM to efficiently

couple light emitted from the optical fiber of the input assembly 20 to the photodetector of

the output assembly 30, for example as described in the below experimental section. The

output transducer assembly can be sized for placement in the posterior portion of the middle

ear cavity, for example the posterior inferior portion, such that light can be transmitted

through the posterior portion of the eardrum, for example through the inferior posterior

portion.

[0082] The convexly curved surface and concavely curved surfaces as described herein

may comprise one or more of many shapes such as a spherical shape, a toric shape, a

cylindrical shape, a piecewise continuous shape a conical shape, and combinations thereof,

for example.

[0083] Fig. 1C4 shows an input transducer assembly 20 comprising an optical fiber 14 and

collimation optics 16 coupled to an output transducer assembly 30 having at least one

convexly curved lens 34 disposed on a photodetector to receive light λs scattered from the

tympanic membrane and a concavely curved surface to receive a portion of the promontory.

The at least one convexly curved lens may comprise a spherical lens, an aspheric lens, a

cylindrical lens, a toric lens, an array of cylindrical lenses, or an array of spherical lenses, or

combinations thereof. For example, the at least one lens may comprise a piano convex lens

and can be positioned on a substantially flat photodetector so as to couple to the tympanic

membrane. The at least one lens may comprise an array of spherical piano convex lenslets,

for example. Alternatively or in combination, the at least one lens may comprise an array of

cylindrical lenslets, in which each cylindrical lenslet comprises a convex surface toward the

tympanic membrane and a flat surface oriented toward the photovoltaic PV, and the array of

cylindrical lenslets may comprise a single piece of material having the lenslets formed

thereon on a first side with a second flat side oriented toward the photovoltaic and opposite

the first side.

[0084] Fig. 1C5 shows an output transducer assembly comprising a balanced armature

transducer disposed between a photodetector to receive light scattered from the tympanic



membrane and a concavely curved surface to receive a portion of the promontory. The

balanced armature transducer 32B can be positioned with the at least one detector 34

comprising a photovoltaic PV positioned on housing 32H of the balanced armature

transducer. The balanced armature transducer 32B comprises a permanent magnet, for

example a C-shaped permanent magnet, and a moving magnetic armature that is pivoted so it

can move in the field of the permanent magnet. The lens 35 can be positioned on the

photovoltaic PV, for example adhered with an adhesive. A current 321 from the photovoltaic

PV powers the balanced armature transducer 32B. The balanced armature transducer 32B

has reed 32R extending to post 32P, which post is coupled to diaphragm 32D. Diaphragm

32D is coupled to channel 32CH. Channel 32CH extends to at least one opening 320. The

at least one opening 32O can be sealed with an elastic sealant such as an elastomer, and the

sealant can vibrate to emit sound SO into the middle ear cavity when volume 32V of chamber

32C changes in response vibration of diaphragm 32D.

[0085] Fig. 1C6 shows output transducer assembly 30 comprising balanced armature

transducer 32B disposed between the photovoltaic PV to receive light scattered from the

tympanic membrane and a concavely curved surface 33 to receive a portion of the

promontory, in which a surface of the photodetector comprising photovoltaic PV is inclined

relative to the balanced armature transducer 32B and concavely curved surface 33. The

housing 32H may comprise an inclined surface to support the inclined photovoltaic PV.

[0086] The output transducer assembly 30 is shaped for placement in the middle ear cavity

such that light transmitted through the posterior portion of the eardrum is received with the

photovoltaic PV. A first portion of the output transducer assembly 30 may comprise a the

diaphragm and can be sized for placement in the middle ear cavity toward the umbo. A

second portion of the transducer 32B comprising the C-shaped permanent magnet can be

sized for placement in the middle ear cavity at a location oriented toward the inferior portion

of the middle ear cavity away from the umbo. As the spacing from the umbo to the

promontory can be less than the spacing from the inferior/posterior portion of the annulus to

the promontory, the thickness of the first portion extending between the photovoltaic PV and

the concavely curved surface 33 can be less than the thickness of the second portion

extending between the photovoltaic PV and the concavely curved surface 33. The first

portion may comprise the diaphragm and post and the second portion may comprise the

permanent magnet, such that the first thickness can be substantially less than the second

thickness. The second portion may comprise substantially more mass than the first portion,

for example a majority of the mass of the output transducer assembly 32B, such that the



second portion having the greater mass is positioned under the first portion having the lesser

mass such that the output transducer assembly can be stable when supported in the middle ear

cavity. The anchoring structure 36 having holes extending therethrough for tissue integration

may support a portion of the weight of the output transducer assembly 30, such that the

position of the output transducer assembly supported in the middle ear cavity is maintained.

[0087] The lens 35 can be positioned on the photovoltaic PV as described above and

inclined. Alternatively or in combination, the photodetector comprising photovoltaic PV may

comprise the convexly curved surface as described above.

[0088] Fig. 1D shows a schematic illustration of a medial view from the ear canal through

the eardrum of the output transducer assembly comprising the speaker positioned in the

middle ear cavity of the user as in Figs. 1 and 1C. The output transducer assembly 30 is

positioned on promontory PR such that at least one transducer assembly 34 is oriented to

receive electromagnetic energy transmitted through eardrum TM. The position and the

orientation of the at least one transducer 34 may remain substantially fixed when

electromagnetic energy is transmitted through the eardrum to vibrate the eardrum and ossicles

with sound transducer 32. Consequently, the efficiency of transfer of the electromagnetic

energy incident on the at least one transducer 34 remains substantially constant, such that

acoustic distortion due to motion of the at least one transducer when the eardrum and ossicles

vibrate is substantially inhibited. For example, the at least one transducer may comprise at

least one photodetector PV, as described above, which is visible through the eardrum TM

such that light can be transmitted from the ear canal EC through the eardrum TM so as to

transmit the power and signal through the eardrum TM with light.

[0089] Fig. 1E shows a transducer assembly positioned in the middle ear with the output of

the sound transducer oriented toward the round window niche of the middle ear so as to

couple to the round window. The at least one transducer assembly 34 is oriented to receive

electromagnetic radiation transmitted through eardrum TM. An upper anchor 36 and a lower

anchor 36 are connected to bone and skin that define the round window niche NI with fascia

FA, which is a layer of fibrous tissue, such that assembly 30 is affixed to substantially fixed

structures of the middle ear. At least a portion of transducer assembly 30 is sized to fit within

the round window niche NI. Sound transducer 32 is oriented toward round window RW so as

to couple to round window RW with a fluid FL disposed between sound transducer 32 and

round window RW. Sound pressure SO emitted from sound transducer 32 is transmitted

through round window RW into the cochlea. The fluid FL may comprise air that can be

present naturally in middle ear ME. Alternatively or in combination, fluid FL may comprise



a liquid such as an oil, a mineral oil, a silicone oil, a hydrophobic liquid, or the like. A

volume of the liquid extending from the speaker to the round window may comprise no more

than about 50 uL, for example no more than about 20 uL. The transducer 32 may comprise a

balanced armature transducer 32B with diaphragm 32D coupled to opening 320 as described

above.

[0090] The coupling of the sound 32SO to the round window with the opening 32O

positioned in the round window niche can decrease feedback to a microphone positioned in

the ear canal or near the ear canal opening as described above. For example, one or more of

the housing 32H, the upper anchor 36, the lower anchor 36H or the fascia FA can be

positioned so as to occlude at least partially the propagation of sound from the round window

niche such that the sound pressure transmitted from the diaphragm 32D through opening 320

is directed substantially toward the round window with localized coupling, and corresponding

sound propagation away from the round window niche can be substantially inhibited and

corresponding feedback sound pressure at the microphone can be substantially reduced.

[0091] The round window niche comprises a volume substantially less than a volume of the

middle ear cavity, and the round window comprises a surface area substantially less than the

surface area of the eardrum, such that the round window can be driven more efficiently from

the round window niche than the tympanic membrane can be driven from the middle ear

cavity in many embodiments. For example, the round window niche may comprise a volume

of no more than about 0 .1 mL and the middle ear cavity may comprise a volume within a

range from about 2 to 10 mL. As the volume of air to displace within the round window

niche can be much lower than the volume of air to displace within the middle ear, the

coupling to the round window niche can be more efficient. Also, the surface area of the

eardrum is substantially greater than the surface area of the round window, such that a change

in volume 32V of chamber 32C can displace the round window farther than the eardrum, so

as to displace the components of hearing transduction pathway a greater distance. For

example, when tissue is disposed over the transducer to at least partially occlude the round

window niche with the opening 32SO in fluidic communication with the round window, the

volumetric displacement of the round window may correspond substantially to the

displacement volume 32V of transducer 32B, such that the round window can displace the

hearing conduction pathway a substantial distance based on the decreased surface area of the

round window and the displacement volume 32V of the transducer chamber 32C. The

eardrum may comprise a surface area at least about ten times the surface area of the round

window, such that a displacement of transducer volume 32V directed to the round window



with fluidic coupling can displace the hearing transduction pathway a substantially greater

distance than when the displacement volume 32V is directed to the eardrum, for example.

[0092] Fig. IF shows a schematic illustration of a medial view the output transducer

assembly comprising the speaker positioned in the middle ear of the user as in Fig. IE.

Assembly 30 is positioned in the middle ear behind eardrum TM. The at least one transducer

34 configured to receive electromagnetic radiation is oriented toward eardrum TM.

[0093] Fig. 2 shows the frequency response 200 of the cochlea to the transducer assembly

and the contribution of the eardrum and round window. The frequency response 200 may

comprise a transfer function of the cochlear stimulation in response to the implanted output

transducer assembly. The frequency response 200 may comprise an eardrum component 210

and a round window component 220. The round window component can be combined with

the tympanic membrane component to determine the combined transfer function 230 of the

implanted output transducer assembly 30 to the cochlea. Although there may be some

coupling of the transducer to the cochlea with bone conduction from the promontory to the

cochlea CO, the bone conduction coupling is substantially less than the acoustic coupling to

the eardrum TM and round window RO as shown.

[0094] The frequency response 200 can be determined for many configurations of the

output transducer assembly, as described above. For example, the frequency response 200

can be determined for the output coupled to the round window niche as described above. For

frequencies below about 4 kHz, the output transducer assembly can couple substantially to

the eardrum TM with sound pressure. For frequencies above about 5 kHz, for example above

about 10 Hz, the output transducer assembly can couple substantially to the round window.

As the tympanic membrane and malleus may comprise complex motions, for example

rotations as described above, the gain of the coupling of the transducer assembly can decrease

for frequencies above about 1 kHz.

[0095] The frequency response 200 shown above illustrates a transfer function according to

some embodiments. Based on the teachings described herein a person of ordinary skill in the

art can conduct studies with many configurations of the output transducer assembly so as to

determine suitable configurations and transfer functions. For example, the portion inserted

into the niche may be sized to the round window niche to improve coupling to the round

window. Further, the tissue grafted to the assembly may at least partially form a seal between

the round window and the output of assembly 30, so as to improve coupling and the gain of

round window portion 220.



[0096] The sound processor circuitry, for example of the BTE, may be programmed based

on the transfer function determined based on frequency response 200 for the embodiment

placed in the user's middle ear.

[0097] Human Eardrum Transmission Experiment

[0098] The below described experiment was conducted to measure transmission of infrared

light through the eardrum and determine arrangements of the input assembly 20 and output

assembly 30.

[0099] Objective: To determine the amount of light transmission loss through a human

eardrum at posterior, inferior and anterior positions and the amount of scatter by the eardrum.

[0100] Procedure: A fiber optic coupled laser diode light source was aligned with a

photodiode optical detector. An eardrum was placed in line and the change in optical output

from the photodiode determined. Figure 3 shows the experimental setup. The eardrum is

mounted to a x,y,z translation stage which allows a change to different positions of the

eardrum that the light goes through.

[0101] Materials:

[0102] Light source - 1480 nm laser diode coupled to a fiber (250 um diameter, 80 um

core);

[0103] PhotoDiode - 1480 nm photodiode (5.5 mm2);

[0104] Load - RLC electrical circuit equivalent to that of a balanced armature transducer

coupled to a diaphragm, for example as commercially available from Knowles;

[0105] Collimation optics and a Neutral Density Filter (NE20B);

[0106] DC Voltmeter (Fluke 8060A);

[0107] Translation stages; and

[0108] Human cadaver eardrum with attached malleus (incus and other medial components

removed)

[0109] Results

[0110] No tympanic membrane

[0111] The current was set such that the photodiode was in the saturation region. A neutral

density (ND) filter was used to attenuate the light output to reduced the PD response. The



measurements indicate that the ND filter attenuated the light source by 20.5 dB. This ensured

that all measurements reported are from the linear region.

[0112] The photodiode voltage in response to the collimated light beam without the

eardrum was measured at the beginning of the measurements and at the end of experiment.

The difference was less than 1%.

With no TM and ND filter, the output in mV was 349. With the ND filer and no TM, this

output decreased to within a range from about 32.9 to 33.1, corresponding to a linear change

of 0.095 and -20.5 dB.

[0113] With tympanic membrane

[0114] Measurements were made at anterior, inferior, and posterior positions of the

eardrum. The eardrum was moved at different locations relative to the photodiode and it's

distance X (in mm) approximated. Table 1 shows the measured voltages corresponding to the

different positions and different eardrum locations.

[0115] Table. 1 Measured photodiode voltages corresponding to transmission loss from the

eardrum

[0116] The posterior placement shows the highest voltage for all distances and has values

of 28, 26.6, 25.4 23.4 and 20.6 for distances of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mm, respectively.

For each eardrum position and location, the optical fiber was adjusted to maximize the PD

voltage. This ensured that the light beam was maximally on the photodiode surface and that

the measured response was due to transmission loss and not due to misalignments.

[0117] Calculations

[0118] The measured voltages were converted to percent transmission loss (hereinafter

"TL") as follows:

%TL = ((v NoTM-v WithTM)/v NoτM)noo



where V OTM is the measured voltage with no tympanic membrane and Vwi thTM is the

measured voltage with the tympanic membrane

[0119] Table 2 below shows the calculated % Transmission Loss using the above equation.

Table 2 . % Transmission loss

[0120] At all locations the posterior placement showed the least transmission loss and

values of 16, 20, 23, 29 and 38% at distances of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2 and 3 mm, respectively.

[0121] With the PD very close to the eardrum (within about 0.1 mm), the TL is about 16%.

The TL could only be measured for the Posterior position.

[0122] Of the three positions of the eardrum, the posterior position is better than the

inferior position by 6-10%, and better than the anterior position by 7-12%.

[0123] As the eardrum is moved away from the PD, the transmission loss increases linearly

for all three positions. The average transmission loss is about 29%, 35%, and 44% averaged

across the three different positions for the 1, 2 and 3 mm locations respectively.

[0124] Experimental Conclusions

[0125] The transmission loss due to the eardrum is lowest at the posterior position (16%).

The loss increases as the photodiode is moved away from the eardrum due to scatter of the

collimated beam by the eardrum. At 3 mm from the eardrum, the average loss was as much

as 44%. These data shown the unexpected result that there is more loss due to light scatter at

angles away from the detector surface induced by the eardrum than due to transmission of

light through the eardrum, and the detector and coupler such as a lens can be shaped

appropriately so as to collect transmitted light scattered by the eardrum. These data also

show the unexpected result that light transmission is higher through the posterior portion of

the eardrum.



[0126] As the eardrum can move, the detector in a living person should be at least about 0.5

mm from the eardrum. The data suggest that a detector and/or component such as a lens can

be shaped to fit the eardrum and provide improved transmission, for example shape with one

or more of an inclined surface, a curved surface, and can be positioned within a range from

about 0.5 mm to about 2 mm, for example.

[0127] The above data shows that illuminating a portion of the eardrum and placing a

detector near the illuminated portion, for example can achieve transmission coupling

efficiency between the projected light beam and detector of a least about 50% (corresponding

to 50% loss), for example at least about 60% (corresponding to 40% loss). With posterior

placement of the detector and illumination of a portion of the posterior region of the eardrum,

the coupling efficiency can be at least about 70%, for example 80% or more. These

unexpectedly high results for coupling efficiency indicate that illumination of a portion of the

eardrum and a detector sized to the illuminated portion can provide efficiencies of at least

about 50%. Also, the unexpected substantially lower transmission loss for the posterior

portion of the eardrum as compared to each of the inferior and anterior portions indicates that

transmission can be unexpectedly improved with posterior placement when most of the

eardrum is illuminated. For example, the transmission coupling efficiency of the optical fiber

to the photodetector can be improved substantially when the photodetector is positioned in

the posterior portion of the middle ear cavity, for example the inferior posterior portion of the

middle ear cavity, and an optical fiber is positioned in the ear canal without collimation optics

such that light is emitted directly into the ear canal from the end of the optical fiber.

[0128] While the above is a complete description of the preferred embodiments of the

invention, various alternatives, modifications, and equivalents may be used. Therefore, the

above description should not be taken as limiting in scope of the present invention, which is

defined solely by the appended claims and the equivalents thereof.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A device to transmit sound to an ear of a user, the ear comprising a

middle ear and an eardrum, the device comprising:

an assembly configured to couple to a tissue of a middle ear of a user, the

assembly comprising,

at least one transducer configured to receive electromagnetic energy

transmitted through the eardrum; and

a sound transducer coupled to the at least one transducer and

configured to transmit the sound to the user in response to the electromagnetic energy

when the assembly is supported with the tissue of the middle ear of the user.

2 . The device of claim 1 wherein the sound transducer comprises a

speaker.

3. The device of claim 1 wherein the sound transducer comprises a

diaphragm configured to vibrate and displace air to transmit the sound to the user.

4. The device of claim 3 wherein the assembly further comprises a

housing extending at least partially around the transducer comprising the diaphragm to define

a chamber within the assembly.

5. The device of claim 4 and the chamber comprises a volume and the

transducer is configured to increase the volume to increase an air pressure of the middle ear

and to decrease to volume to decrease the air pressure of the middle ear to transmit the sound

to the user.

6. The device of claim 5 and wherein the diaphragm is configured to

move away from chamber to increase the volume of the chamber and to move toward the

chamber to decrease the volume of the chamber.

7 . The device of claim 5 and wherein the chamber comprises a sealed

chamber to inhibit air flow in and out of the chamber when the diaphragm increases and

decreases the volume of the chamber.

8. The device of claim 1 wherein the assembly comprises an anchoring

structure configured to anchor the assembly to a substantially fixed tissue of the middle ear of

user.



9. The device of claim 8 wherein the anchoring structure comprises at

least one of a flange, a surface coating or holes configured to receive an autograft tissue to

affix the assembly to the substantially fixed tissue of the middle ear.

10. The device of claim 8 wherein the substantially fixed tissue of the

middle ear comprises at least one of a promontory or a round window niche.

11. The device of claim 10 wherein the substantially fixed tissue of the

middle ear comprises the promontory and wherein the assembly comprises a concave portion

shaped to receive a portion of the promontory.

12. The device of claim 10 wherein the substantially fixed tissue of the

middle ear comprises the round window niche and wherein at least a portion of the assembly

is sized to fit within the round window niche.

13. The device of claim 12 wherein the at least the portion of the assembly

sized to fit within the round window niche comprises a maximum cross sectional dimension

across of no more than about 3 mm.

14. The device of claim 13 wherein the at least a portion is configured to

couple to the round window with air.

15. The device of claim 14 wherein the transducer is configured to

transmit a first majority of the sound comprising the first frequencies to the user with the

eardrum and to transmit a second majority of the sound comprising the second frequencies to

the user with the round window.

16. The device of claim 15 wherein the at least a portion is configured to

couple substantially to the eardrum with first frequencies below about 4 kHz and to couple

substantially to the round window with frequencies above about 10 kHz.

17. The device of claim 1 wherein the sound transducer is configured to

couple to a vibratory structure of the ear when the assembly is affixed to the substantially

fixed tissue.

18. The device of claim 17 wherein the vibratory structure of the ear

comprises at least one of an eardrum, an ossicle or a round window.



19. The device of claim 17 wherein the sound transducer is configured to

couple to at least one of an eardrum or a round window of the ear of the user with a fluid.

20. The device of claim 19 wherein the fluid comprises air and the sound

transducer is configured to couple to the eardrum of the user with the sound transducer

oriented away from the eardrum.

21. The device of claim 19 wherein the sound transducer is configured to

couple to the round window and wherein at least a portion of the assembly is sized to fit at

least partially within a round window niche of the middle ear of the user to couple the sound

transducer to the round window.

22. The device of claim 2 1 wherein sound transducer comprises an

extension sized to fit within the round window niche to couple to the round window with a

fluid.

23. The device of claim 22 wherein the fluid comprises air and wherein

sound transducer is configured to couple to the round window with the air extending between

the sound transducer and the round window.

24. The device of claim 23 wherein the extension comprises a channel

extending from a diaphragm to an opening, the opening positioned on extension to orient

toward the round window when the assembly is supported with the tissue of the middle ear.

25. The device of claim 24 wherein the diaphragm comprises a first cross

sectional area of the channel and the opening comprises a second cross sectional area of the

channel and wherein the first area is at least about five times the second area to concentrate

sound energy at the opening oriented toward the round window.

26. The device of claim 22 wherein the fluid comprises a liquid and

wherein sound transducer is configured to couple to the round window with the liquid

extending between the sound transducer and the round window.

27. The device of claim 1 wherein the at least one transducer comprises at

least one of a photodetector or a coil and wherein the at least one transducer oriented to

receive the electromagnetic radiation transmitted through the eardrum.



28. The device of claim 27 wherein the at least one transducer comprises

the photodetector and wherein the photodetector comprises a first photodetector sensitive to

a first at least one wavelength of light and a second photodetector sensitive to a second at

least one wavelength of light, the first at least one wavelength of light different from the

second at least one wavelength of light.

29. The device of claim 1 wherein the sound transducer comprises at least

one of a balanced armature transducer, a coil or a magnet.

30. The device of claim 1 further comprising an emitter configured to emit

the electromagnetic radiation through the eardrum.

31. The device of claim 29 wherein the emitter comprises at least one of an

LED, a laser diode or a coil.

32. The device of claim 29 wherein the emitter is configured for placement

within an ear canal of the user.

33. The device of claim 29 wherein the emitter is coupled to a waveguide,

the waveguide configured for placement at least partially within the ear canal of the user to

couple the emitter to the at least one transducer.

34. The device of claim 1 further comprising a first microphone configured

for placement in an ear canal of the user or near an ear canal opening to detect high frequency

sound localization cues having frequencies above at least about 4 kHz.

35. The device of claim 29 further comprising second microphone

configured for placement away from in the ear canal and the ear canal opening to detect low

frequency sound having frequencies below about 4 kHz.

36. The device of claim 1 wherein the at least one transducer comprises a

photodetector having a first surface to receive light and wherein the assembly comprises a

second concave surface to receive a portion of a promontory of the middle ear, the first

surface opposite the second surface, and wherein the sound transducer is disposed between

the first surface and the second concave surface.

37. The device of claim 36 wherein the first surface is inclined relative to

the second surface and wherein a first portion of the assembly comprises a first thickness



extending between the first surface and the second surface and wherein a second portion of

the assembly comprises a second thickness extending between the first surface and the

second surface, the first thickness less than the second thickness.

38. The device of claim 37 wherein the sound transducer comprises a

balanced armature transducer having a coil, a permanent magnet and a reed, the reed coupled

to a diaphragm, and wherein diaphragm is disposed on the first portion between the first

surface and the second surface and the permanent magnet is disposed on the second portion

between the first surface and the second surface.

39. The device of claim 36 further comprising at least one lens positioned

on the first surface to couple optically to at least a portion of the eardrum and transmit light

scattered from the eardrum to the first surface.

40. A method of transmitting sound to an ear of a user, the ear having an

eardrum and a middle ear, the method comprising:

transmitting electromagnetic energy through the eardrum to a transducer

configured to receive the electromagnetic energy; and

emitting sound from a sound transducer positioned in the middle ear to

transmit the sound to the ear of the user in response to the electromagnetic energy.

4 1. The method of claim 40, wherein sound transducer is affixed to a fixed

structure of the middle ear and coupled with a fluid to a vibratory structure of the ear.

42. The method of claim 41, wherein the fixed structure comprises at least

one of a promontory of the middle ear or a round window niche of the middle ear.

43 . The method of claim 41, wherein the sound transducer is affixed to the

fixed structure with an autograft composed of tissue of the user.

44. The method of claim 41, wherein vibratory structure comprises at least

one of the eardrum, an ossicle or a round window of the ear.

45. The method of claim 40, wherein at least a portion of the assembly is

positioned within a round window niche of the middle ear of the user.

46. The method of claim 45, wherein the sound transducer is coupled to a

round window of an inner ear of the ear with a fluid disposed between the sound transducer

and the round window.



47. The method of claim 46, wherein the fluid comprises air and wherein

the sound transducer is oriented toward the round window to couple the sound transducer to

the round window.

48. The method of claim 46, wherein the sound transducer is coupled to

vibratory structures of the ear with the fluid such that the vibratory structures of the ear can

vibrate with minimal damping due to a mass of the assembly and a mass of the fluid.

49. The method of claim 46, wherein the fluid comprises a liquid, and

wherein the liquid extends from at least a portion of the round window to the sound

transducer to couple the sound transducer to the round window.

50. The method of claim 49, wherein a volume of the liquid extending

from the sound transducer to the round window comprises no more than about 50 uL.

51. The method of claim 50, wherein the volume comprises no more than

about 20 uL.

52. The method of claim 40, wherein at least a portion of the assembly is

supported with a promontory of the middle ear.

53. The method of claim 52 wherein the sound transducer is coupled with

air to at least one of the eardrum or a round window of the ear.

54. The method of claim 53 wherein the sound transducer is coupled with

air to the eardrum and wherein the sound transducer is oriented away from the eardrum to

couple the sound transducer to the eardrum of the user.

55. The method of claim 40, wherein the electromagnetic radiation

comprises light energy.

56. The method of claim 55, wherein the light energy comprises at least

one of ultraviolet light, visible light or infrared light.

57. The method of claim 40, wherein the electromagnetic energy is

received by a transducer oriented toward the eardrum to receive the electromagnetic energy

and wherein the transducer is coupled to the sound transducer such that the sound transducer

emits the sound in response to the electromagnetic energy.



58. The method of claim 40, wherein at least a first microphone is

positioned in an ear canal or near an opening of the ear canal to measure high frequency

sound above at least about one 4 kHz comprising spatial localization cues.

59. The method of claim 58, wherein a second microphone is positioned

away from the ear canal and the ear canal opening to measure at least low frequency sound

below about 4 kHz.

60. The method of claim 59, wherein sound from the first microphone is

transmitted to the user substantially with the eardrum and sound from the second microphone

is transmitted to the user substantially with the round window to inhibit feedback.

6 1. The method of claim 40, wherein the sound transducer comprises an

inner chamber having a volume, and wherein the volume decreases to decrease an air

pressure of the middle ear and increase to increase the air pressure of the middle ear to

transmit the sound to the user.

62. A device to transmit sound to an ear of a user, the ear comprising a

middle ear, the device comprising:

an assembly configured for placement in the middle ear of the user, the

assembly comprising,

at least one photo detector;

a structure to affix the assembly to a substantially fixed tissue of the

middle ear; and

a speaker coupled to the at least one photodetector and configured to

transmit the sound to the user when the assembly is affixed the substantially fixed

tissue of the middle ear.

63. A device to transmit sound to an ear of a user, the device comprising:

means for transmitting the sound to the ear of the user.

64 A method of placing a hearing assembly in a middle ear of a user, the

ear having an eardrum, the method comprising:

forming an incision the eardrum;

passing the assembly through the incision to position the assembly in the

middle ear;

affixing the assembly to a substantially fixed tissue of the middle ear; and



closing the incision such that the eardrum heals.

65 The method of claim 64 wherein the incision in the eardrum extends

around an outer portion of the eardrum.

66 The method of claim 64 wherein the eardrum comprises an annulus

and wherein the incision extends at least partially into the annulus.

67 The method of claim 64 wherein the hearing assembly is sized to pass

through the incision without cutting bone and wherein the hearing assembly is coupled to

vibratory structures of the ear with a fluid such that occlusion is inhibited.
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This international search report has not been established in respect of certain claims under Article 17(2)(a) for the following reasons

Claims Nos 64-67
because they relate to subject matter not required to be searched by this Authority, namely

Claims 64-67 try to define a method for placing a hearing assembly in a middle
ear of a user comprising surgery steps. According to Rule 39.1(iv) PCT (method
for treatment of the human or animal body by surgery) no search has been done
for claims 64-67.
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S

10-16, 18-26, 60
because they relate to parts of the international application that do not comply with the prescribed requirements to such
an extent that no meaningful international search can be carried out, specifically

see FURTHER INFORMATION sheet PCT/ISA/210

Claims Nos
because they are dependent claims and are not drafted in accordance with the second and third sentences of Rule 6 4(a)
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This International Searching Authority found multiple inventions in this international application, as follows

1 I As all required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant this international search report covers all searchable
claims

2 I I As all searchable claims could be searched without effort justifying an additional fees, this Authority did not invite payment of
additional fees

As only some of the required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant, this international search report covers
only those claims for which fees were paid, specifically claims Nos

No required additional search fees were timely paid by the applicant Consequently, this international search report is
restricted to the invention first mentioned in the claims, it is covered by claims Nos

Remark on Protest The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest and where applicable, the
payment of a protest fee

The additional search fees were accompanied by the applicant's protest but the applicable protest
fee was not paid within the time limit specified in the invitation
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Continuation of Box II. 1

Claims Nos. : 64-67

Claims 64-67 try to define a method for placing a hearing assembly in a
middle ear of a user comprising surgery steps. According to Rule 39. 1 (iv )
PCT (method for treatment of the human or animal body by surgery) no

search has been done for claims 64-67.

Continuation of Box II. 2

Claims Nos.: 10-16, 18-26, 60

Claim 10 tries to define a device to transmit sound to an ear of a user
by reference to an entity (fixed tissue) which is not part of the device
claimed (PCT-Guidelines 5.37). The same objection applies to the subject
- matter of dependent claims 11-16 (claims dependent on unclear claim
10), 18 (vibratory structure of the ear), 19-26 (fluid). Moreover, claim
24 refers to the extension of claim 23, where no extension has been
defined. Claim 60 tries to define a method, wherein sound from the first
microphone is transmitted to the user substantially with the eardrum,
leaving the scope of claim 60 unclear. Thus, claims 10-16, 18-26 and 60
are not clear (Art. 6 PCT).

The applicant's attention is drawn to the fact that claims relating to
inventions in respect of which no international search report has been
established need not be the subject of an international preliminary
examination (Rule 66.1(e) PCT). The applicant is advised that the EPO
policy when acting as an International Preliminary Examining Authority is

normally not to carry out a preliminary examination on matter which has
not been searched. This is the case irrespective of whether or not the
claims are amended following receipt of the search report or during any
Chapter II procedure. If the application proceeds into the regional phase
before the EPO, the applicant 1s reminded that a search may be carried
out during examination before the EPO (see EPO Guideline C-VI, 8.2),
should the problems which led to the Article 17(2) declaration be
overcome.
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